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Abstract  

Intrusion detection systems have sequential steps begin with selecting training and testing 
dataset, the preprocessing dataset, selecting most important features, and finally 
constructing the most reliable classifier. This research focuses on building a reliable Network 
Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) to detect traditional and modern attacks with minimum 
number of features. The proposal creates dataset depending on KDD. The proposal will 
inject KDD with new sessions to represent most modern attacks. This update requires 
adding new features for the dataset, since these features are critical to detect these modern 
attacks. The proposal considers updated dataset without any assumptions says that the 
dataset is idealism, so there are preprocessing steps to be done to make it consistence for 
training and constructing the classifier. Meta heuristic bee’s algorithm will be used as 
Feature Selection technique with the support of two of statistical ranking filters. The ranking 
of features with bee give an optimized ordering to the most critical and intrinsic features in 
the space of training and constructing classifier. The results obtained by constructing the 
most reliable classifiers Interactive Dichotomizer 3 classifier (ID3), Naïve Bayesian Classifier 
(NB), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) depending on 
both updated  dataset and bee’s ranked features sets give effective efficiency in reducing 
false alarms and increasing detection rates. 

Keyword: IDS, feature reduction, KDD training data, bee’s algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Intrusion Detection is a security service 
that monitors and analyzes system events to 
find, and provide (real-time) warning of 
unauthorized access attempts to resources. 
The intrusion detection systems are classified 
as: Host-based IDS (HIDS): monitor single 
host activity, Distributed Host-based IDS 
combining info from multiple hosts, and 
Network-based IDS (NIDS) monitor network 
traffic.  

There are two approaches of IDS, often 
used in combination, these are: anomaly 
detection which defines normal behavior 
threshold detection and profile based 
signature detection that defines proper 
behavior Sequence of events [1, 2].  

The Bees Algorithm is a new population-
based search algorithm that mimics the food 
foraging behavior of swarms of honey bees. 
In its basic version, the algorithm performs a 
kind of neighborhood search combined with 

random search and can be used for 
optimization problems [3,4].  

KDD 2000 is a training data that consists 
of the first seven weeks of traffic with 
approximately 4.9 million connections and 
the testing data consists of the last two 
weeks of traffics with approximately 300,000 
connections. It injected with new types of 
attacks that were not exist in training data. 
Each record consists of 41 features of various 
types as well as a class label that is either 
normal or one of attack types.  The classes in 
KDD dataset can be categorized into five 
main classes (one normal and four main 
intrusion classes: probe, Denial of Service 
(DOS), User to Root (U2R), and Remote to 
Local (R2L)). These four classes   are divided 
into 22 different attacks which they are: DOS 
(back, land, Neptune, pod, smurt and 
teardrop), R2L (ftp_write, guess_password, 
imap, multihop, phf, spy, warezclient, and 
warezmaster), U2R (buffer_overflow, perl, 
loadmodule, and rootkit) and Probing 

 خلاصة

 شيف التتةي  مي   أيظمية KDDتتسي  يظام  شف التتةي  الشيء ي ءاسيتخدام خوارزميية اليتي  ومجموعية  ءياييات  يت و  
لمجموعيية الءيايييات  ابوليييةميي  اختيييار مجموعيية الءيايييات الخاصيية ءالتييدريب والاختءييار , ثييم المعالجيية  تءييدأختييوات متتاءعيية 

هييذا الءتييث علييى ءيييال يظييام  شييف تتةيي  شييء ي ير ييز موثوقيييةأ  اب ثييريف ءيييال المصيي وأخيييرا ,واختيييار الخصييائة المهميية
د عليى اليي  ميالم تيرح ءخليت مجموعية ءياييات تعتي يوم ل شف وتتديد الهجوم الت ليد  والتديث م  اقي  عيدد مي  الخصيائةأ 

KDD   أ الم ترح سوف ي وم ءضخ جلسات ارتءات ش لية الىKDD  هيذا التتيديث  يتتليبتداثيةأ  اب ثيرتمث  المجوعيات
الم تيرح  يدخيذ هذا الخصائة ت و  مهمتها تتديث الهجمات التديثيةأ  أ خصائة جديدة لمجموعة الءيايات تيث  إضافة

مجموعييية الءياييييات مثاليييية وليييذلك هيييياك ختيييوات  أ ت يييو   افتراضيييات أ ءيظييير الاعتءيييار مجموعييية الءياييييات المتدثييية ءيييدو  
خوارزمييية اسييتخدمت وعيية الءيايييات متياسيي ة فييي رتليية ءيييال واختيييار المصيييفأ لجعيي  مجم إيجازهيياسييوف يييتم  أوليييةمعالجيية 

اليتيي   ت يييية اختءييار الخصييائة ميي  دعييم ميي  اثيييي  ميي  مرشييتات التريييب الاتصييائية فييي فضييال ءيييال واختيييار المصيييفأ 
الءيايييات علييى  نهمييا مجوعيية   ID3, NB, ANNموثوقييية  اب ثييراليتييائا المستتصييلة ءواسييتة ءيييال المصيييف تعتمييد 

 اصييييذاراتيتيييائا مهمييية جيييدا أ فيييي ت ليييية  أعتيييت أهميتهييياالمتدثييية وخوارزميييية اليتييي   ت ييييية لترتييييب الخصيييائة تسيييب 
 الخاتئة وزيادة يسءة ال شفأ

 .، خىارسيٍت انُحمKDDإختشال انخظبئض، يجًىعت بٍبَبث  ، IDS :مفتبحيتكهمبث 
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(ipsweep, nmap, portsweep, and satan) [5-
10].  

2. Related Works 

Pietraszek [5], has proposed machine 
learning method for IDS alert classification, in 
order to reduce the amount of false 
positives. Viinkka et al [6], have suggested 
the use of time series modeling for modeling 
regularities in large alerts volumes. Vaarandi 
[7], proposed IDS alerts classification 
algorithm which distinguishes important 
alerts from redundant ones. The author 
improved his work by proposing algorithms 
that suggest an IDS alert classification 
method which is based on frequent itemset 
mining and data clustering algorithm. Eunhye 
Kim, et al [8], statistical feature construction 
scheme is proposed in which factor analysis is 
orthogonally combined with an optimized k-
means clustering technique. Also SOM is 
performed for unsupervised anomaly 
detection. Dewan Md. Farid , et al [9],  a  new 
learning algorithm for adaptive network 
intrusion detection using naïve Bayesian 
classifier and decision tree is presented. It 
performs   balance detection and keeps false 
positives at acceptable level for different 
types of network attack. Also eliminate 
redundant attributes as well as contradictory 
examples from training data that make the 
detection model complex. Lee W., et al [10], 
famous datasets used in traditional and 
newest IDS is KDD CUP1999. In that dataset 
the intrusion data characterized into three 
sets of features, these are: basic features, 
content features, and traffic features. So this 
dataset describes network connection using 
of total 41 features that cover all the types of 
attacks to the greatest extent possible [10]. 

3. The Proposed Policy to 

Enhance NIDS 

This research enhances IDS across 
enhancing two important stages which they 
are: selecting training and testing dataset and 
optimize feature space to include intrinsic 

features. Algorithm1 will explain the outlines 
of sequential stages, to enhance NIDS: 

 
Algorithm1: Enhanced NIDS 
Input: DARPA KDD, sessions present most 

modern attacks, and new features. 
Output: Effective NIDS  
Process: 
1. Creating updated dataset to have various 

sessions from KDD (normal and all 
variations of attacks). 

2. Inject the proposed dataset by sessions 
present most modern attacks. 

3. Adding new features related to the 
injected session that present attacks not 
exist in KDD. 

4. Preprocessing the created dataset since it 
will be a mixture of many resources and 
contains new features added to dataset. 
So there are many problems will appear 
such as noise, in complete attributes and 
missing values. 

5. Proposing Bee algorithm for ranking the 
features depending on averaging two 
ranking methods. By applying proposed 
bee algorithm on features will register 
three cases 44 features, top 22 features 
and top 11 features. 

6. Construct four classifiers such as: ID3, NB, 
NN and SVM on preprocessed updated 
dataset three times depending on the 
three cases considered with bee ranking. 
That is to evaluate the proposed IDS with 
various classifiers. 

7. Allow the enhanced NIDS to be adaptive 
by reporting the stranger sessions and 
analyzing them to extract the new attacks 
appear in them. Then if there is a new 
feature must added to dataset must 
repeat all steps above, else just add the 
session to dataset and classify it with it is 
classifications. 

End 
 
3.1. Dataset Creation (inject sessions and 
features) 
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The created dataset used for training and 
testing most of its sessions taken from KDD. 
About quarter of the created dataset is 
injected by connection sessions that have 
most modern attacks.  The proposed created 
dataset will be divided into two subsets, one 
for training and second for testing. These two 
subsets have 400,000 records, 300,000 
records for training and 100,000 for testing. 
Most of these records are selected in very 
precise manner to have various types of 
normal and intrusion connections.  The new 
types of attacks taken into account are: 

1. Financial malware that has the ability to 
hijack customer’s online banking sessions 
in real time using their session ID tokens.  

2. Types of worms such as Conficker. 
3. Java Script Obfuscation and Zeus Botnet 

Kit.  
These types of attacks could be taken under 
one name called Extended Attack which is 
collect most new attacks that not correlated 
with the famous four types of attack in 
DARPA dataset.  The proposal increases the 
no. of features which seems important to be 
added because it related to the new attacks 
added as a connection session to the dataset. 
These added features are: 
Connection-based traffic features are 
obtained using some knowledge of 
connection domain, such as type of 
connection (wire or wireless), connection 
security (encrypted or not encrypted) and 
connection multimedia (image, video, sound 
and text). 
By this proposed feature the no. of depended 
features will be 44 features, and no. of 
general classes will be 6 instead of 5. These 
Classes are: Normal connections, Denial of 
Service (DoS), Remote to User (R2L), User to 
Root (U2R), Probing (Probe), and Extended 
Attacks. For more explanation see table (1). 

 

3. 2. Dataset Preprocessing 

 In addition to the injected sessions there was 
features development along with all parts of 

dataset (parts taken from DARPA and parts 
injected to it).  The proposed dataset has 
ratio of noise in its data records, this noise 
presents the most challenging issues in ID 
application which is aim to detect the 
intrusions using data mining techniques. 
Noise removal of dataset at the learning time 
is to avoid over-fitting the dataset. Treating 
noise can be done as in the following:  
1. Treating missing attribute values by 

replacing their values with the most 
frequent attribute value in the dataset. 
But missing values in the proposal 
presented by the three features added in 
connection sessions injected, which they 
don’t found in the sessions taken from 
KDD2000.  

 Connection types in all traditional 
KDD will fill with (wire, encoded 0). 

 Connection security 50% in 
traditional KDD will fill with 
(encrypted, encoded 0) and other  
50% will fill with (unencrypted, 
encoded 1). 

 Connection multimedia 25% in 
traditional KDD will fill with (text, 
encoded 0), 25% will fill with 
(image, encoded 1), 25% will fill 
with (sound, encoded 2) and 25% 
will fill with (video, encoded 3). 

2. Treating redundant examples by removes 
redundancy by keeping only a unique 
example in the dataset (some new 
sessions may redundant because it 
presents an old attack with new vision). 
By doing so, it will speeds significantly up 
the learning process. 

3. Treating incomplete attribute problem by 
avoiding the essential attributes of a 
problem is not used to describe in the 
dataset (by adding the three proposed 
features, this problem was solved). 

4. Treating misclassified examples by 
labeled with a true classification instead 
of wrong classification (in the proposal 
the injection of session must be real, 
mean by real the injected sessions taken 
from network connected with Internet 
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and deal with all connection types, media 
and encrypted/unencrypted sessions). 

 

3.3. Feature Selection (propose bee 
algorithm as ranking method) 

The most important step in building IDS is 
how to characterize the important features 
they will based in increasing detection rate 
and optimized trigger alarms (reduce false 
positive alarms, reduce low important 
alarms, and reduce false negative alarms). By 
optimizing features the data space will also 
optimized, so the training dataset and 
training time will be more efficient for 
classification that work under real time 
environment.  

The proposal presents the metaheuritic 
algorithm (Bee) as a feature ranking 
algorithm that by making the following 
assumptions: 

1. The weights of features will be taken by 
its correlation to the 6 classes; this 
correlation will be measured by average 
of two ranking methods Chi-Square and 
Gain Ratio. 

2. Some terminologies in Bee algorithm will 
be replaced according to the proposal of 
feature selection, these are: 

 n the scout bees will be; n no. of 
features 

 m sites and e best sites will be; m 
selected features and e best 
features 

 nep no. of  bees recruited will be; 
nep weight given to  e best features 

 nsp no. of  bees recruited will be; 
nsp weight given to (m-e) features 

 Patches will be; features set. 

 Neighborhood for features will be; 
other features in the same type (as 
in the proposal there are 6 types) 
then features in other feature 
type's subset. 

So after interpretations in the two points 
above the proposal bee algorithm for feature 

ranking will be introduced in the following 
Algorithm2. 

Algorithm2: Proposed Bee Algorithm for 
Feature Ranking 

Parameters 
1. n: number of all known features  
2. m: number of features selected out of n 

visited  features  
3. e: number of best features out of m 

selected features  
4. nep: weight given for best e features 

(rich) 
5. nsp: weight given for other (m-e) selected 

features (poor) 
6. ngh: initial size of features set which 

includes features and its neighborhood 
features and stopping criterion 

 
Process 
1. Initialize population with random 

features. (n features are placed randomly 
in the search space).  

2. Evaluate fitness of the population. Fitness 
calculation for features obtained from 
average of two ranking measures Chi-
Square and Gain Ratio. 

3. While (stopping criterion not meet). 
While no more new ranking for features. 
// forming new population. 

4. Select features for neighborhood search. 
(Feature that have the highest fitness are 
chosen as “selected“ and features from 
same type subset are chosen for  
neighborhood search (after complete the 
features from same type subset algorithm 
will begin with the other feature type 
subset)). 

5. Weighted selected feature (more weights 
for features in best e features) and 
evaluate fitness. 

6. Select the fittest feature from each 
feature set. (For each feature set, only 
the feature with the highest fitness will 
be selected to form the next feature 
population). 

7. Assign remaining features to search 
randomly and evaluate their fitness. 
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8. End While. 
 
End Process. 

 
3. 4. Classifier Constructing 

Always IDS have database either has all 
signatures of known attack which support the 
misuse intrusion detection or has all the 
normal behavior which support the anomaly 
intrusion detection. The proposal support IDS 
with database has both normal and attacks in 
all its variations to decide if that attack or 
not, if it was attack then it determines its 
type.  

The research record detecting intrusions 
using most of strong data mining algorithms 
used in last year: Decision Tree (DT) ID3, 
Naïve Bayesian (NB), Neural Network (ANN), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM). These 
learning algorithms implemented in WEKA 
environment to evaluate the optimization of 
updated KDD and proposed feature selection. 

4. Discussion and Experimental 
Work 

The number of features increased to be 44 
features and types of connection increased 
to be 6 general classes. Now will display the 
number of training and testing examples, as 
depended in the updated dataset, see Table 
2. 

The Proposed Feature Ranking is to 
use an intelligent approach (bee’s algorithm) 
which is differing from traditional approach 
where the best subsets are chosen upon 
iterative evaluation experiment. This 
approach is supported with measures that 
calculate the correlation to quantify each 
with class (normal traffic or intrusion traffic 
(all the 6 classes)). So, the feature will has a 
rank represent the feature importance in 
intrusion detection, three ranked features 
subsets were involved, these are 44 features 
set, 22 features subset and 11 features 
subset. In order to evaluate the performance 
of updated dataset and proposed bee’s 

algorithm feature selection for network 
intrusion detection. Ideally, IDS should have 
an attack Detection Rate (DR) of 100% along 
with False Positive (FP) of 0%. Nevertheless, 
in practice this is really hard to achieve. The 
most important parameters involved in the 
performance estimation of IDS are shown in 
Table 3. 

The results obtained from 
constructing the four classifiers (ID3), (NB), 
(NN), and (SVM), on the  updated KDD 2000 
dataset and proposed bee’s feature selection 
are very consistence and convergence with 
results in previous works [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 
10].  The results in the following Tables (4, 5, 
and 6) present DR and FP measures with each 
classifier relating to the six classes. Each of 
these tables show the results of classifiers 
applied on updated dataset but each one 
consider case of the three features subsets 
cases. 

5. Conclusions 

From results obtained in implementing the 
enhanced NIDS reached to the following 
conclusions: 

1. Updating KDD by a proposed created 
dataset to has new injected sessions, 
make it reliable and novel since it will 
contain most modern attacks not appear 
in KDD2000. 

2. Because of injection there is three 
features added to be 44 features. This 
makes dataset suffer from missing values. 
But by applying preprocessing to dataset 
make the constructed classifier 
dependable and truth. 

3. Optimizing no. of features to consider the 
critical feature will make the classifier 
constructing optimized in time and space. 
Also make the classifier work more speed 
as real-time system, since no. of features 
will be checked much less than original 
numbers of all features. 

From Tables (3, 4, and 5), the results 

obtained are more consistence with previous 
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related work and enhanced, especially with 

classifiers in 11 top features. This ensures the 

validity of updating KDD and using bee’s 

algorithm as dependable 

intelligent ranking. 

 

Table 1. Proposed Dataset Update KDD 

Session ID Traditional features (41) Added (3) 
Features 

1 
. 
. 
. 

Traditional KDD2000 
sessions 
 

Filled with 
proposed 
encoded values 
 

. 

. 

Injected Sessions for modern intrusion 

Already have (44) features 

 

Table 2. Number of examples for training and testing  

Connection Types 
Training 

examples 
Testing examples 

Normal 65,000 15,000 

Denial of Services 85,000 35,000 

Remote to User 73,000 15,000 

User to Root 27,000 5,000 

Probing 40,000 20,000 

Extended 10,000 10,000 

No. of Examples 300,000 100,000 

 
 

Table 3. IDS parameters and their meaning 
 

Parameters Meaning 

True Positives (TP) – 
Detection Rate (DR) 

Attacks occur and 
alarm raised 

False Positives (FP) No attack but alarm 
raised 
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Table 4. Comparison of the results using 44 features 
 

Method Normal DOS U2R R2L Probe Extended 

ID3 (DR%) 99.70 99.76 99.25 99.27 99.30 99.12 

ID3 (FP%) 0.08 0.04 0.11 6.81 0.40 5.83 

NB (DR%) 99.25 99.69 72.25 99.11 99.13 99.05 

NB (FP%) 0.06 0.04 0.14 8.02 0.45 6.83 

NN (DR%) 99.30 99.50 85.04 99.01 99.09 89.17 

NN (FP%) 0.07 0.03 0.50 9.81 0.60 4.83 

SVM (DR%) 99.80 99.50 99.30 99.48 99.66 99.76 

SVM (FP%) 0.09 0.05 0.18 8.81 0.45 7.83 

 
Table 5. Comparison of the results using 22 features  

 

Method Normal DOS U2R R2L Probe Extended 

ID3 (DR%) 99.95 99.96 99.97 99.97 99.98 99.96 

ID3 (FP%) 0.03 0.02 0.05 4.81 0.40 4.83 

NB (DR%) 99.95 99.96 99.97 99.97 99.98 99.96 

NB (FP%) 0.02 0.01 0.03 3.08 0.29 3.67 

NN (DR%) 99.95 99.96 99.97 99.97 99.98 99.96 

NN (FP%) 0.04 0.02 0.12 5.34 0.23 3.51 

SVM (DR%) 99.95 99.96 99.97 99.97 99.98 99.96 

SVM (FP%) 0.01 0.04 0.03 3.23 0.09 3.28 

 
 
 

Table 6. Comparison of the results using 11 features  
 

Method Normal DOS U2R R2L Probe Extended 

ID3 (DR%) 99.97 99.97 99.97 99.97 99.98 99.98 

ID3 (FP%) 0.03 0.02 0.05 4.81 0.40 4.83 

NB (DR%) 99.98 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.98 99.98 

NB (FP%) 0.02 0.01 0.03 3.08 0.29 3.67 

NN (DR%) 99.96 99.96 99.97 99.97 99.98 99.98 

NN (FP%) 0.04 0.02 0.12 5.34 0.23 3.51 

SVM (DR%) 99.97 99.98 99.98 99.97 99.98 99.98 

SVM (FP%) 0.01 0.04 0.03 3.23 0.09 3.28 
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